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Phase diagram of the Heisenberg spin ladder with ring exchange

V. Gritsev, B. Normand, and D. Baeriswyl
Département de Physique, Universite´ de Fribourg, Pe´rolles, CH-1700 Fribourg, Switzerland

~Received 24 October 2003; revised manuscript received 23 January 2004; published 25 March 2004!

We investigate the phase diagram of a generalized spin-1/2 quantum antiferromagnet on a ladder with rung,
leg, diagonal, and ring-exchange interactions. We consider the exactly soluble models associated with the
problem, obtain the exact ground states which exist for certain parameter regimes, and apply a variety of
perturbative techniques in the regime of strong ring-exchange coupling. By combining these approaches with
considerations related to the discreteZ4 symmetry of the model, we present the complete phase diagram.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A number of experiments conducted in recent years s
gest that multiple spin-exchange interactions have a sig
cant role in the quantitative description of the physics
low-dimensional cuprate compounds, and a qualitative
in determining the properties of3He adsorbed on graphit
surfaces. Inelastic neutron-scattering measurements of
spin-wave spectrum in the two-dimensional~2D! cuprate
system La2CuO4 ~Ref. 1! and in the quasi-1D spin-ladde
compound La6Ca8Cu24O41,2 as well as two-magnon Raman
scattering measurements on doped systems related to
latter3 indicate the presence of contributions from a four-s
cyclic exchange interaction on the order of 10–20 % of
nearest-neighbor superexchange. Measurements of the
netization and heat capacity of3He films of various fillings
adsorbed on graphite surfaces4,5 have been interpreted6 in
terms of cyclic three-, four- and higher-spin-exchange p
cesses.

The four-spin-exchange term upon which we will foc
here arises at fourth order in a strong-coupling~small t/U)
perturbative expansion of the one-band7 and three-band8

Hubbard model in 2D, and has been shown in this limit
give the leading correction to the nearest-neighbor Heis
berg model. Recent investigations of the influence of t
interaction on physical properties have employed pertur
tive approaches,9,10 spin-wave analysis,11,12 numerical exact
diagonalization of small clusters,6 exact diagonalization in
combination with conformal field theory~CFT!,13 and the
density-matrix renormalization-group ~DMRG!
technique.14–17 The majority of these studies is restricted
the regime of weak ring-exchange coupling and to syste
with only a nearest-neighbor Heisenberg superexchange
teraction in addition to this term.

Here we consider a generalized model to gain further
sight into the nature of the phases and phase transit
within this class of system. We investigate a spin lad
which includes antiferromagnetic Heisenberg leg, rung,
diagonal, or cross-plaquette next-neighbor, interactions
well as a ring-exchange term. This system, depicted sc
matically in Fig. 1, represents the minimal model possess
both the possibility of a four-spin cyclic exchange interacti
and, by virtue of the diagonal coupling, points in parame
space with nontrivial exact solutions.
0163-1829/2004/69~9!/094431~16!/$22.50 69 0944
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The ring-exchange interaction may be considered to
composed of different four-spin coupling terms between
spins of a plaquette, subject to the special condition that
effective leg-leg coupling is equal to the rung-rung intera
tion, and equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to t
diagonal-diagonal coupling. Relaxing this constraint on
possible four-spin terms results in a more general param
space with still richer phase behavior, but we are unawar
studies of this model for arbitrary values of all coupling p
rameters. In addition to the ring-exchange term, a furt
possible section of this general parameter space is give
the composite-spin representation of aS51 bilinear-
biquadratic chain,18 which corresponds to the choice of equ
leg-leg and diagonal-diagonal couplings. For this spec
choice there is an explicit mapping between the spin-1/2 l
der model and the spin-1 chain. In general, the differ
phases of the spin model, and the transitions between th
may be distinguished by considering the expectation val
of nonlocal quantities, such as the string order parameter
introduced19 in studies of the spin-1 chain and the Lie
Schulz-Mattis twist operator.20 The differing effects of the
four-spin coupling terms on string order parameters defi
for the spin-1/2 ladder were analyzed in Ref. 21.

We begin by considering the points within the parame
space for which exactly soluble models exist, and then a
lyze those regimes in the vicinity of these points which a
accessible by perturbative techniques based on the CFT
responding to each exact solution, i.e., to the regions wh
the soluble models are critical. The ladder Hamiltoni
which we study and its associated soluble models are ba
on a plaquette algebra, by which is meant an algebra of

FIG. 1. Generalized spin-ladder system with rung, leg, and
agonal superexchange interactions,J' , Juu , andJ3 , and four-spin
ring-exchange interactionK. Each site contains a spinS51/2.
©2004 The American Physical Society31-1
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the generalized ladder model of Eq.~1!, represented as a function of the coupling ratiosJ' /K, Juu /K, and
J3 /K. The inclined plane indicated by dot-dashed lines is invariant with respect to aZ4 symmetry, and is given by the equationJuu2J3

5K. The dashed line passing through A and B represents an exactly soluble model with central chargec51 between A and B, a
‘‘rung-singlet’’ ~RS! phase to the left of point A, and a ferromagnetic~FM! phase to the right of point B. The full line AA8 corresponds to
a c53/2 conformal field theory and belongs to the Babujian-Takhtajan~BT! universality class; it is the exact transition line between
rung-singlet phase and a staggered dimer~SD! phase. The full line BB8 separates the ferromagnetic phase from a spin-gapped region o
type proposed by Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb, and Tasaki~AKLT !. The shaded triangle lying below theZ4-symmetric plane represents a critic
surface which is also of thec53/2 BT universality class.
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erators defined on the four-spin plaquette units of the lad
This algebra satisfies quasilocal commutation relatio
meaning that operators defined on next-~and further-! neigh-
bor plaquettes commute. Using the commutation relation
this algebra we have found exact solutions to the Ya
Baxter equation.22 These solutions provide soluble, SU~2!-
invariant, isotropic spin-ladder Hamiltonians, whose exc
tion spectrum may be either gapless or gapped.22

Gapless, or critical, solutions arise at points or lines
phase transitions, and may be further mapped in the c
tinuum limit to CFTs with a central chargec>1, or more
specifically to Wess-Zumino-Witten~WZW! models.23 Per-
turbative approaches constructed around such WZW mo
enable one to access regions of parameter space away
these second-order phase-transition points. According to
Zamolodchikov c theorem,24 the addition of perturbative
conformally noninvariant terms represented by relevant
marginal operators results in a flow either to another C
with smaller central chargec or to a massive phase. A
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renormalization-group~RG! procedure constructed on th
basis of these perturbations may then be used to esta
which fixed points are stable, and to determine the conn
tivity, the flow structure, and thus the physical properties
different regimes of the phase diagram.

An exact description of the gapped phases is possible
using the idea of ‘‘words’’ on the plaquette algebra to co
struct variational ground states. The direct relation of t
concept to the matrix-product ansatz25 allows one to obtain
both the exact ground state in suitable parameter regimes
the lowest excited states, from which the lines of phase tr
sitions may also be deduced. For parameter regimes in
vicinity of these exact, gapped solutions, the absence
phase transitions means that many qualitative propertie
the associated, gapped phases are known.

Throughout this study we emphasize the role of differe
symmetries, in particular, theZ4 symmetry of the model, in
obtaining a complete understanding of the phase diagr
The relevance of this symmetry to the ring-exchange pr
1-2
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lem was first recognized in Ref. 15 in the more restric
context of a ‘‘duality’’ transformation about a self-dual poi
in the parameter space of the nearest-neighbor ladder m
Here we use the full transformation to relate different solu
models and to develop a perturbative bosonization sch
applicable in the regime of strong ring-exchange couplin

All of these considerations allow us to deduce the co
plete phase diagram for the system in the 3D space of c
pling ratiosJ' /K, Juu /K, andJ3 /K, which for the orienta-
tion of the reader is presented in Fig. 2. The symbols
lines summarized in the caption of Fig. 2, and the phases
transitions they represent, are explained in the course of
analyses to follow. Figure 2 contains as a subset@in the line
(J' /K5Juu /K, J350)] theK.0 part of the phase diagram
obtained in the DMRG studies of La¨uchli et al.,16 and con-
firms the presence of all of the phases and phase transi
proposed in that work. Placing this subset in the contex
the full phase diagram permits a significant expansion of
understanding of the nature of these phases, and of the
and second-order transitions separating them. Further, it
vides certain novel, additional phases and transitions in
cessible from the restricted parameter space, yielding a
tional insight into the competition of superexchange a
ring-exchange interactions.

In Sec. II we introduce the Hamiltonian of the model a
summarize briefly its associated exact solutions, all of wh
are critical and belong to different universality classes. F
ther exact and variational ground states obtained in diffe
regions of parameter space using adapted matrix-pro
wave functions are presented in Sec. III, accompanied b
discussion of the nature of the associated gapped states
their behavior at phase boundaries. Section IV contain
complete perturbative analysis around the four available C
solutions, with emphasis on the properties of the stro
coupling~large-K) regime, which establishes the fixed-poi
structure of the phase diagram. Section V presents a s
mary and discussion of the results.

II. LADDER MODELS

A. Ring exchange

The Hamiltonian of the two-leg ladder~Fig. 1! is

H5Juu(
i

~Si•Si 111T i•T i 11!1J3(
i

~Si•T i 111T i•Si 11!

1J'(
i

Si•T i1
1
2 K(

h
~P41P4

21!, ~1!

where in the last~‘‘ring-exchange’’! term the four-site per-
mutation operatorP4 exchanges spins in a cyclic mann
around each elementary plaquetteh of the ladder, and is
given by the equation

P41P4
215Si•Si 111T i•T i 111Si•T i1Si 11•T i 11

1Si•T i 111T i•Si 1114@~Si•Si 11!~T i•T i 11!

1~Si•T i !~Si 11•T i 11!
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2~Si•T i 11!~Si 11•T i !#1 1
4 . ~2!

We introduce the orthonormal basis

u0&5
1

A2
~ u↑↓&2u↓↑&), u1&5u↑↑&,

u2&5
1

A2
~ u↑↓&1u↓↑&), u3&5u↓↓&, ~3!

of singlet and triplet states on each rung, and construct a
of corresponding projection operators which generate
su~4! algebra

Xi
ab5~ ua&^bu! i , Xi

abXi
dg5dbdXi

ag ,

(
a

Xi
aa51, @Xi

ab ,Xj
gd#5~dbgXi

ad2dadXj
gb!d i j , ~4!

where a,b50,1,2,3. Spin operators on both chains of t
ladder may be expressed in terms of this operator bas22

The ladder Hamiltonian~1! is thus equivalent to a genera
ized, four-state chain with only nearest-neighbor interactio
It can be written as

H5(
i

1
2 Juu~Pi ,i 11

uu 2Ei ,i 11
2 !1 1

2 J3~Pi ,i 11
3 2Ei ,i 11

1 !

1 1
2 K~Pi ,i 11

uu 2Ei ,i 11
1 !2~ 1

2 J'1K !~Xi
001Xi 11

00 !

12KXi
00Xi 11

00 1 1
2 K, ~5!

wherePi ,i 11
uu andPi ,i 11

3 are, respectively, permutation oper
tors corresponding to ladder legs and plaquette diagon
and the operatorsEi ,i 11

6 are unnormalized projectors o
plaquette-singlet states. These operators satisfy simple a
braic relations.26 Their explicit expressions are

Pi ,i 11
uu 5 (

a,b50

3

Xi
abXi 11

ba ,

Pi ,i 11
3 5 (

a,b50

3

~122da0!~122db0!Xi
abXi 11

ba , ~6!

and

Ei ,i 11
6 52uc i ,i 11

6 &^c i ,i 11
6 u, ~7!

where the functionsuc i ,i 11
6 & are plaquette-singlet states, i.e

states with total spin per plaquetteSh
2 5(S11S21S31S4)2

50, and may be expressed in terms of the rung statesua& i
and ub& i 11 as

uc i ,i 11
6 &5 1

2 $u0& i u0& i 116u2& i u2& i 117u1& i u3& i 11

7u3& i u1& i 11%. ~8!

There are precisely two possible plaquette-singlet states,
responding, respectively, toEi ,i 11

1 andEi ,i 11
2 .
1-3
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B. Integrable models

The complete set of exactly soluble isotropic ladder m
els with short-range interactions has been found in Ref.
using the algebraic Bethe-ansatz method~for a review see
Ref. 30!. Not all of these models are in the same class as
specified by Eq.~1!, and here we present those cases relev
to a system with ring-exchange interactions. All of these
critical, and may be distinguished according to their cen
charge c, which characterizes the different universali
classes close to integrable points.

1. cÄ2

The exactly soluble models of this type have the sim
form

H5(
i

~Pi2Ei !, ~9!

where Pi and Ei denote, respectively,Pi ,i 11
uu , Pi ,i 11

3 and
Ei ,i 11

1 , Ei ,i 11
2 . We thus obtain four different soluble Hami

tonians which correspond to the four combinatio
$Pi

uu ,Ei
1%, $Pi

uu ,Ei
2%, $Pi

3 ,Ei
1%, and $Pi

3 ,Ei
2%. Two of

these are trivially soluble, because( i(Pi
uu2Ei

2) is the
Hamiltonian of two decoupled chains and( i(Pi

32Ei
1) is

the same pair of chains intertwined by the transformat
S2i↔T2i , S2i 11↔S2i 11 , T2i 11↔T2i 11 @Eq. ~5!#. The
Hamiltonian of two decoupled chains is represented on
phase diagram of Fig. 2 by the pointJuu /K5`, with all other
couplings equal to zero. Nonzero values of these coupli
generally induce a spin gap, but because of the compe
nature of different interaction terms there is a possibility
critical behavior for some combinations of these couplin
This will be demonstrated explicitly in Sec. IV. Of the re
maining two solutions within the general ansatz~9!, one is
given by the combination$Pi

uu ,Ei
1%, which in terms of spin

operators is

HD5(
i

Si•Si 111T i•T i 111Si•T i 111T i•Si 11

14@~Si•Si 11!~T i•T i 11!2~Si•T i 11!~Si 11•T i !#.

~10!

The last $Pi
3 ,Ei

1% is obtained by the same intertwinin
transformation from the previous Hamiltonian, and takes
form

HDI5(
i

Si•T i 111T i•Si 111Si•Si 111T i•T i 11

14@~Si•T i 11!~T i•Si 11!2~Si•Si 11!~T i•T i 11!#.

~11!

For all four massless models one obtains two decoup
Bethe-ansatz equations which correspond to theD25su(2)
3su(2) algebra. The energy of the Hamiltonian is the sum
two expressions for each SU~2! component,31 and thus the
Hamiltonian~10! is equivalent to two decoupled chains. Th
09443
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model is critical~no spin gap!, with a conformal chargec
52. Equation~10! constitutes a part of the plaquette term
Eq. ~2!, while we will demonstrate explicitly below that th
remaining contributions toP41P4

21 induce a spin gap, and
therefore that the origin of coordinates in the phase diag
of Fig. 2 represents a gapped system. However, as show
Sec. IV, the competition between different interaction ter
of the Hamiltonian~1! drives the system to a second-ord
phase transition described by a CFT withc53/2. The ap-
proximate form of this critical surface, represented in Fig
by the shaded triangle, is obtained in Sec. IV.

Exact solutions in this class then provide two massl
models, one in the limit of weakK and one in the strong-K
limit, both of which correspond in the continuum limit toc
52 WZW models. The four solutions of Eq.~9! are related
by two transformations, one of which is the intertwinin
transformation shown above. The other is less transpare
nature, and is found by first noting that the two unnormaliz
projectorsEi

1 andEi
2 are related by theX-operator transfor-

mation

Xk
0a→2 iXk

0a , Xk
a0→ iXk

a0 , ~12!

for a51,2,3 andk51, . . . ,N, whereN is the total number
of sites. This is a unitary transformation generated by
operator

U~p/2!5expF2 i
p

2 (
k51

N

~Xk
00!G , ~13!

which has the property that

HD5UH2cU
†, ~14!

where H2c is the Hamiltonian of two uncoupled spin-1/
Heisenberg chains. The nature of this transformation may
understood from the observation that it maps one of
plaquette-singlet state defined in Eq.~8! into the other, and
thus that it transforms the projectors~7! according to
Ei

1↔Ei
2 . This transformation has the additional proper

that @U(p/2)#451, and thereforeU is one of the generator
of theZ4 transformation associated with the center of SU~4!.
In the following section we will demonstrate that this sym
metry is essential for a complete understanding of the ph
diagram.

2. cÄ1

A second exact solution22 has the same eigenspectrum
but not the same degeneracies, as the spin-1/2 Heisen
chain. The corresponding spin Hamiltonian

H1/252K(
i

~Si•T i 111T i•Si 11!1 1
2 K(

h
~P41P4

21!

1J'/2(
i

~Si•T i !, ~15!

commutes with the generators( iXi
ab for any a,b51,2,3,

which form an su~3! subalgebra within the su~4! algebra gen-
erated by theX operators. In view of completeness relation
1-4
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Eq. ~4!, H1/2 commutes with the total number operator( iXi
00

for singlets, and any multiple of this term may be added
the Hamiltonian without spoiling the integrability. The fu
symmetry of the model is thus SU(3)3U(1)5U(3). In the
framework of the equivalent Heisenberg chain, inspired
the Bethe-ansatz solution, the model may be considered
chain of effective SU~2! ‘‘spins’’ L i with

Li
z[ 1

2 2Xi
005 1

4 2Si•T i . ~16!

The termJ'/2K( iSi•T i in H1/2 therefore corresponds to
coupling with a magnetic fieldh[J'/2K.32 It is well known
that the spin-1/2 chain in a magnetic field develops an
commensurate critical phase foruhu<2 and has a massiv
phase foruhu.2 ~see, for example, Ref. 33!.

One observes from Eq.~15! that this integrable mode
corresponds to the line in parameter spaceJuu50, J35
2K, for arbitrary J' . When (uJ' /Ku)<4 the model is in
the critical, incommensurate phase, whereas forJ' /K.4
the model has a gapped, rung-singlet phase, and in the re
J' /K,24 it has a gapped, rung-triplet ground state. T
nature of the gapped phases and the physical propertie
the incommensurate phase will be discussed in more deta
Sec. III. In the critical region the model is described by
CFT with central chargec51.34 However, the presence o
conserved charges generating the U~3! symmetry has the
consequence34 that the model possesses additional z
modes, and therefore while the conformal dimensions
those of thec51 theory for the Coulomb gas, the degene
cies are altered accordingly. The critical region is represen
on the phase diagram of Fig. 2 by the thick, dashed line A
while the rung-singlet and ferromagnetic rung-triplet regio
are denoted, respectively, by RS and FM. In Sec. IV~Fig. 10!
we will demonstrate that there exists a finite critical region
the vicinity of the critical line.

3. cÄ3

A further exact solution exists which corresponds sim
to local Hamiltonians proportional to permutation operat
Pi

uu andPi
3 . The Hamiltonian corresponding toPi

uu ,

H uu5(
i

Si•Si 111T i•T i 1114~Si•Si 11!~T i•T i 11!

~17!

is invariant with respect to the full SU~4! group and de-
scribes a soluble ‘‘spin-orbital’’ model.35 In the continuum
limit, Eq. ~17! corresponds to an SU~4! WZW model at level
k51,36,37 and therefore has central chargec53. This
Hamiltonian commutes with the operator( i(Si•T i), and
thus is integrable for arbitrary values ofJ' . One may also
add a rung-rung coupling interaction to obtain the Ham
tonian

H uu85H uu1J'(
i

Si•T i12K(
i

~Si•T i !~Si 11•T i 11!,

~18!

which was considered in Ref. 38 for arbitraryJ' and for two
values ofK (K50 andK521). It was shown that for both
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values ofK, three phases appear as a function ofJ' , and are
separated by two quantum critical points,J1

c and J2
c . For

K50 and J'.J1
c 52 the model is in the rung-dimerize

phase, forJ2
c ,J,J1

c there is a gapless phase withc53,
and for J,J2

c '21.79 there is a gapless phase withc52.
For K521 the critical points occur at38 J1

c 51/2 andJ2
c '

21.29. Quite generally, the extent of thec53 critical region
is expected to be strongly reduced by a negative rung-r
coupling, while it will expand for positiveK. The critical
behavior ofH uu8 is thus expected to persist for finite regions
parameter space, and the position of the critical points
depend strongly on the rung-rung coupling. We emphas
that the model of Eq.~18! does not appear in the phas
diagram of the ladder model under consideration~1! but we
have introduced its properties here for use in Sec. IV as
appropriate basis model for a perturbative expansion. Sim
considerations apply toH3 , which is obtained fromH uu by
using the intertwining transformation of Sec. II B 1.

III. EXACT GROUND STATES

A. Z4 plane

In this section we apply certain discrete symmetry cons
erations to obtain further insight into the structure of t
phase diagram. We employ the matrix-product ansatz to
exact ground states, and also the boundaries between t
even in the region of parameter space where the Hamilton
~1! is not exactly integrable.

We begin by noting that for arbitraryJ' , when

Juu2J35K, ~19!

the Hamiltonian~1! is invariant with respect to theZ4 trans-
formation ~13! which generates the mappingEi

6→Ei
7 . The

condition ~19! defines a plane in the 3D space of the pha
diagram, marked in Fig. 2 by parallel dot-dashed lines. T
Hamiltonian of the system in theZ4-symmetric plane com-
mutes with the singlet total number operator( iXi

00.
This Z4 transformation is precisely the one noted in Re

15 and 39, in which it was referred to as a duality transf
mation. It is a canonical transformation for the lowests
51/23s51/2) representation of SU(2)3SU(2), andcon-
serves the values of the Casimir operators in this represe
tion. In terms of the original spin variables it takes the for

FIG. 3. Order parameters of the different phases related by
Z4 transformation within the planeJuu2J35K.
1-5
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S̃i5
1
2 ~Si1T i !2Si3T i ,

T̃ i5
1
2 ~Si1T i !1Si3T i . ~20!

When expressed using the variablesS̃i ,T ĩ , the Hamiltonian
HD ~10! is exactly that of two decoupled spin chains. It
clear from the definition~2! of the plaquette term thatHD

constitutes a part of the operatorP41P4
21, while the remain-

ing contributions to this term couple the two effective sp
1/2 chains to produce a system with a finite spin gap.

In the Z4 plane this transformation acts as a symme
between different order parameters. It maps the order par
eter ^Si2T i& for antiferromagnetic rung spin correlation
into the vector-chirality order parameter̂ Si3T i&
[^S̃i2T̃ i&, while the leg dimer order parameter^Si•Si 11
2T i•T i 11& is mapped into the order paramet
^(Si1T i)•(Si 113T i 11)1(Si3T i)•(Si 111T i 11)& for sca-
lar chirality ~Fig. 3!. Phases characterized by order para
eters related under theZ4 transformation within each pair ar
therefore symmetric within the plane defined by Eq.~19!.
The point J'5Juu5K considered in the DMRG studies o
Refs. 15 and 16 lies in this plane~the star in Fig. 2!, giving
the properties of duality observed in the results of b
analyses.

From this consideration we may deduce the nature o
candidate ground state as a product of linear superposit
of the two plaquette-singlet states. The complete set
plaquette states with fixed angular momentum contains
quintuplet (j 52), three triplets (j 51), and two singlets (j
50). The two plaquette-singlet states are those constru
above, the states withj 51 are created by applying a linea
combination of operatorsPi ,i 11

uu , Pi ,i 11
3 , andXi

00Xi 11
00 , and

the state withj 52 is created by the action of a combinatio
of the operatorsPi ,i 11

uu , Pi ,i 11
3 , andEi ,i 11

6 . The expressions
for these states allow their identification with matri
product-ansatz states, while the explicit form of the Ham
tonian ~5! corresponds to the operator basis for matr
product-ansatz Hamiltonians.40 One observes that in th
Z4-symmetric plane,Juu2J35K, the condition (J' /K).4
defines a region in the phase diagram~Fig. 2! with an exact
rung-singlet~RS! ground state,

ucRS&5u0&1u0&2•••u0&N21u0&N , ~21!

which is represented schematically in Fig. 4. On the l

FIG. 4. Representation of the rung-singlet~RS! phase. The el-
lipses denote a singlet state of the spins on each rung.

FIG. 5. Typical ferromagnetic~FM! ground state for large, nega
tive J' .
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J352K, Juu50, which lies in theZ4-symmetric plane, this
statement is supported by the exact solution of the Ham
tonianH1/2 ~15! of the preceding section. From the results
Ref. 40, the lineJ' /K54 in theZ4-symmetric plane is a line
of second-order phase transitions into a spontaneo
dimerized phase of staggered leg dimerization.

Similarly, the conditionJ' /K,24 defines an exact fer
romagnetic~FM! rung ground state,

ucFM&5X1
a0X2

a0
•••XN21

a0 XN
a0u0&, ~22!

in which u0& denotes the global state of singlets on eve
rung. This state is represented in Fig. 5. The transition on
line J' /K524 is of first order. Both transition lines ar
determined exactly from the points where the dispersion
lations of the elementary excitations become massless. In
rung-singlet phase this excitation is a propagating rung t
let, while in the ferromagnetic phase it is a rung singlet. T
second-order transition from the rung-singlet phase to
staggered dimer phase~Fig. 6! lies in the universality class o
the spin-1 bilinear-biquadratic chain, which in the continuu
limit is described by ac53/2 CFT,23 and is a transition of
the Babujian-Takhtajan type. This transition is characteriz
by a spontaneous breaking of discreteZ2 symmetry, which in
the ladder is related to translation by one lattice unit.

From theZ4 duality of the system we deduce that at lar
K ~near the origin of Fig. 2! there is another second-orde
phase transition of the same universality class from a sca
chirality phase~Fig. 7!, which is dual to the staggered dime
phase, to a vector-chirality phase~Fig. 8!, which is dual to
the rung-singlet phase. In the following section we provi
further arguments in support of this statement. Figures 7
8 show, respectively, typical static configurations of spins
scalar- and vector-chirality phases; these should be un
stood only as indicating the preferred instantaneous spin c
figurations, which in fact fluctuate rapidly, such that t
phases exist only in the sense of finite average values of
corresponding spin-correlation functions. All four phas
have only short-ranged correlations in the chain directi
These states illustrate the increasing dominance of thK
term, which favors configurations in which all spins on
plaquette are mutually perpendicular to maximize their so
angle,11 in the competition with nearest-neighbor exchan
terms which favor antiparallel spins.

FIG. 6. Staggered leg-dimerized~SD! state.

FIG. 7. Representation of a spin configuration with finite scal
chirality correlation function.
1-6
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Finally, the first-order phase transition from the ferroma
netic phase takes the system to a type of Affleck-Kenne
Lieb-Tasaki~AKLT ! state41 formed by effective spin-1 vari-
ables represented by the rung triplets~Fig. 9!. It differs from
the ferromagnetic phase in that coherence between the
vidual rung triplets is not established until the transition
J' /K524. This state is obtained directly from the vecto
chirality phase in a first-order transition at small, negat
J' . We stress that the letters indicating the locations of th
phases in Fig. 2 should be understood to refer only to
plane of exactZ4 symmetry, including the rung-singlet an
ferromagnetic phases which lie outside the region marked
the dot-dashed lines. However, because there are no p
transitions other than those present on the diagram,
gapped phases obtained for model parameters outside
plane are connected continuously to those of the exa
known states, and their physical properties evolve conti
ously as the values of the interactions are further chan
away from theZ4 plane.

B. Incommensurate line

With these results, a heuristic understanding of the ori
of the incommensurate phase appearing on the critical
AB in Fig. 2 ~Sec. II! may be obtained by considering th
role of J' as an effective magnetic field. We stress first th
the incommensurate phase arises with no breaking of SU~2!
symmetry in the space of the spin variablesSi andT i . The
variable conjugate to the effective field,( iSi•T i , corre-
sponds@Eq. ~16!# to an average singlet density which vari
from 0 at the boundary to the ferromagnetic phase (J'

→24K) to 1 at the rung-singlet phase boundary (J'

→4K), in exact analogy to( iSi
z for the spin-chain problem

For the ladder,( iSi•T i also expresses the spin correlation
each rung, which may be characterized by defining a varia
k'5cos21(^Si•T i&/uSi uuT i u). This effective wave vector
across the ladder varies continuously from 0 top over the
range24K<J'<4K, and takes the valuek'5p/2 at J'

50, where the ring-exchange term, favoring locally perp
dicular spins, is dominant.

The incommensurate state in the ladder direction is c
cially dependent on the parameters of thec51 line, notably
the special role of theJ3 term. Only for J352K is the
spectrum massless, with quasi-long-ranged correlation fu

FIG. 8. Schematic representation of a static vector-chirality c
figuration.

FIG. 9. AKLT-type ground state. The dashed ellipses repres
effective spin-1 variables formed by triplet states on the lad
rungs.
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tions classifiable by a ladder wave vectorq which reflect the
competition between nearest-neighbor exchange and ring
change, again in exact analogy with the spin-1/2 Heisenb
chain in a magnetic field.42 The nature of the incommensu
rate correlations arising from the excitation spectrum is e
cidated by considering the effective spin variablesL i . The
analogous ‘‘spin’’ correlation function is given by

^L i•L j&5^Xi
0aXj

a01Xi
a0Xj

0a&12^~ 1
2 2Xi

00!~ 1
2 2Xj

00!&,
~23!

where the first line corresponds to terms of the formLi
1L j

2

1Li
2L j

1 and the second toLi
zL j

z . In terms of the original
spin variables one obtains

^L i•L j&5 1
2 ^~S2T! i•~S2T! j&12^~S3T! i•~S3T! j&

1 1
2 ^~ 1

2 12Si•T i !~
1
2 12Sj•T j !&. ~24!

Thus the dynamical correlation function exhibiting a peak
the incommensurate wave vectorq is in fact the sum of the
staggered rung, vector chirality, and singlet density corre
tion functions, although from the massless nature of the
citations atq one may expect peaks in each function ind
vidually. Again the terms in the first line correspond
Li

1L j
21Li

2L j
1 , and are symmetrical under theZ4 transfor-

mation ~Fig. 3! in the plane: their peaks appear at the sa
wave vector for all values ofJ' , but their intensities may
differ. The effectiveLi

zL j
z terms ~second line! are not sym-

metrical with the others for all couplingsJ'Þ0 ~finite effec-
tive field!, but as in the spin chain may be expected to sh
the same continuous evolution of the incommensurate p
position from q50 at J'524K to q5p at J'50, and
back toq50 at J'54K. We stress again that this behavi
is a specific property of the incommensurate line and can
in general be expected to be clearly visible in other parts
the phase diagram not in its immediate vicinity, including t
regions corresponding to DMRG analyses performed to d
However, in Sec. IV we isolate a region in which the incom
mensurate properties~albeit for a gapped excitation spec
trum! may persist over a significant range of parameters.

IV. RENORMALIZATION-GROUP ANALYSIS

In this section we study the perturbations around differ
CFT solutions, which either appear in the phase diagram
the model~1! or are closely related to it. We adopt a varie
of techniques to address the nature of the ground state
regions away from these soluble points, and to establish
fixed-point structure of the phase diagram. Because all of
transition points and lines are known, the relevance of
operators within Eq.~1! as perturbations of the exact solu
tions determines the flow under renormalization and thus
dominant physical properties of the intermediate regions
each section and in the Appendix, known results are sum
rized briefly while those which are new in the current conte
are presented in detail.

We have found four models suitable for this type of ana
sis. From the exact solutions of Sec. II, there are two CF
with c52 which correspond to two decoupled chains d

-
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r
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scribed by the soluble Hamiltonian of Eq.~10!; one solution
is relevant for weakK and the other for strongK. Here we
concentrate primarily on the strong-coupling regime, i
largeK, for which significantly less is known: the fermion
ized version of the limiting model of two effectively decou
pled spin chains is analyzed in Sec. IV A by a conventio
RG procedure. We have argued from the presence of thZ4
symmetry~Secs. II and III! that in the strong-coupling limit
there is a second-order phase transition withc53/2, repre-
sented by the shaded triangle on the phase diagram of Fi
The Zamolodchikovc theorem24 then demands that weak
and strong-coupling limits are disjoint in RG sense, i.e., th
is no continuous flow from weak to strong coupling. To d
scribe the intermediate regime between the two second-o
phase transitions withc53/2 we therefore use in Sec. IV B
another CFT withc53, which is described by the mode
~18!. By perturbative analysis of a fermionized model w
find that this intermediate region is gapped; an alterna
perturbative treatment of the SU~4! model ~17! has recently
provided similar results.39 Finally, the same approach ma
also be applied to thec51 CFT which corresponds to th
solution ~15!. In the vicinity of the line AB on the phase
diagram of Fig. 2, we employ rather general arguments
Sec. IV C to reveal the presence of a massless region in
plane of the phase diagram. The CFTs withc53/2 thus rep-
resent unstable points in parameter space and must be
companied by a flow towards stable fixed points. Based
the arguments of Ref. 23 the stable theory should b
SU(2)k51 CFT with c51, the natural candidate for which i
the CFT corresponding to the model of Eq.~15!.

A. cÄ2 CFTs

A weak-coupling bosonization analysis is appropriate
the limit of two quasidecoupled chains whenJuu@K andJuu
@J' . The ladder system with biquadratic exchange has b
shown to undergo a second-order phase transition at w
the behavior of the massless modes is governed by a
with central chargec53/2.43 The consideration of a ring
exchange term is technically identical~see Ref. 10!, and the
results are found to be in good agreement with those fr
other approaches.

When performing a perturbative analysis around CFTs
contributions to the spin Hamiltonian should be classifi
according to the scaling dimensions of the operator con
of the corresponding CFT. In the case of perturbatio
around the limit of two decoupled chains, in both weak- a
strong-K limits, four-spin interaction terms and interleg co
plings are expressed in terms of two fundamentalc51
WZW fields,ga andga8 (a50,1,2,3), with conformal dimen

sion (1
4 , 1

4 ), and of Kac-Moody currentsJ andJ̄ with dimen-
sions (1,0) and (0,1). This theory can be further expresse
terms of four different Ising models,44,43 i.e., of order-
disorder fields, energy operators, and Majorana fermio
The representation of these fields by four Ising models
summarized in the Appendix. The connection to the s
variables is given by

S̃i→aS̃~x!,
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S̃~x!5J1 J̄1~21!x/aQ Tr@g~x!s#,

T̃~x!5J81 J̄81~21!x/aQ Tr@g8~x!s#. ~25!

We note that in Eq.~25! the uniform and staggered parts
the spin-density operators have different conformal dim
sions, and thatQ is a nonuniversal normalization constan

The expression in terms of Ising-model fermions for t
general ladder Hamiltonian, which includes arbitrary leg-le
diagonal-diagonal, and rung-rung couplings, is derived in
Appendix, and is valid around the limits of two decouple
chains. There are two such limits, the weak-K regime which
corresponds to the two initial chains and the strong-K regime
which corresponds to twoZ4-rotated chains~14!, resulting in
the Hamiltonian~10!. The expressions of the Appendix a
valid for both cases.

The resulting continuum-limit Hamiltonian for the syste
in weak- and strong-coupling regimes may be expresse
terms of four Majorana fermions with different singlet an
triplet masses,43

H5
2 i

2 E dxFvs~c0]xc
02c̄0]xc̄

0!1msc
0c̄0

1 (
a51,2,3

v t~ca]xc
a2c̄a]xc̄

a!1mtc
ac̄aG1Hmarg.

~26!

The Hamiltonian of the marginal interactions,

Hmarg5E dx@l1O11l2O2#,

O15c1c̄1c2c̄21c1c̄1c3c̄31c2c̄2c3c̄3,

O25c0c̄0~c1c̄11c2c̄21c3c̄3!, ~27!

contains current-current contributions of the forms (J1

1 J̄1)•(J21 J̄2), arising from the interleg interactions, and
2(J1J̄11J2J̄2) from the intraleg couplings, as well as a co
tribution from the normal-ordered marginal produ
Tr(sag)Tr(sag8)Tr(sbg)Tr(sbg8), which originates in the
four-spin term (S̃i•T̃ i)(S̃i 11•T̃ i 11). Explicit expressions for
the marginal couplingsl1 andl2 are given in the Appendix.

Weak Coupling.In the weak-coupling regime the resul
of the Appendix provide the expressions

mt5J'22J3220l2K,

ms523J'16J3112l2K, ~28!

for triplet and singlet masses, wherel is another nonuniver-
sal quantity. The marginal interactions renormalize the
masses, and the phase transition occurs when the renor
ized triplet mass vanishes, i.e.,mt

ren50. On the other hand
the matrix-product ansatz~Sec. III! gives the phase-transitio
line exactly. One may therefore attempt to specify the ren
malization by taking~for example, atJ350) the value ofl2
1-8
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to be in agreement with the exact result, which suggests
l251/5 for this second-order phase transition.

Strong Coupling.In the strong-coupling regime we ana
lyze perturbations around the CFT which correspond to
exact solution of Eq.~10!. For this it is convenient to per
form the transformation~20!, which from Eq.~1! yields

H5(
i

1
2 K~S̃i•S̃i 111T̃ i•T̃ i 11!1~J'1K !~S̃i•T̃ i !

1 1
2 J3$S̃i•T̃ i 111T̃ i•S̃i 111S̃i•S̃i 111T̃ i•T̃ i 11

24@~S̃i•S̃i 11!~ T̃ i•T̃ i 11!2~S̃i•T̃ i 11!~S̃i 11•T̃ i !#%

1 1
2 Juu$S̃i•S̃i 111T̃ i•T̃ i 111S̃i•T̃ i 111T̃ i•S̃i 11

14@~S̃i•S̃i 11!~ T̃ i•T̃ i 11!2~S̃i•T̃ i 11!~S̃i 11•T̃ i !#%

12K(
i

~S̃i•T̃ i !~S̃i 11•T̃ i 11!.

By substituting

JL5K/2,

JD5J3/21Juu/2,

VLL522J312Juu ,

VDD52J322Juu ,

VRR52K,

JR5J'1K, ~29!

in Eq. ~A9! the expressions for triplet and singlet mass
become

mt5J'1K2J32Juu2l2~16Juu14K216J3!,

ms523J'23K13J313Juu112l2K. ~30!

The marginal current-current interactions act again to ren
malize these masses. SettingJ350 and takingJ'5Juu5J
yields the value of the second-order phase-transition poin
K/J516l2/(124l2). A comparison with the DMRG result
of Ref. 16, which suggest that at strong coupling the tran
tion point is K/J'526 @in the units of Eq.~1!#, yields l2

'1/7, a value rather close to that obtained in the we
coupling regime. After this the equationmt50 gives the
form of the critical surface in the strong-coupling limi
which is represented by the shaded triangle in the phase
gram of Fig. 2 and by the bold, dashed line in Fig. 10; t
shaded triangle lies below theZ4-symmetric plane, but doe
not include the origin of the coordinate systems. We n
here that the perturbative considerations applied above a
a strict sense questionable, because in the problem u
consideration the ‘‘perturbative’’ rung-rung coupling is of th
same order as the coupling corresponding to the unpertu
CFT, which isK/2. For a ladder system in whichVRR is not
fixed to be 2K, and is small in comparison withVLL and
VDD , the second-order phase transition with central cha
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c53/2 in the strong-coupling limit is accessible by perturb
tive analysis around the exact solution~10!. Thus for consis-
tency this term should be added to the Hamiltonian with
small coupling constant,VRR, in order to study the RG be
havior. We remark also that forJ35Juu[J, the leg-leg and
diagonal-diagonal biquadratic terms in Eq.~29! cancel ex-
plicitly and the effective theory is described by massive f
mions with a singlet-triplet mass splitting generated byVRR
andJR .

The lines of phase transitions correspond to the vanish
of the triplet massmt . The theory is then equivalent to thre
massless fermions and is therefore described by ac53/2
WZW model. Because of the SU~2! symmetry of the ladder
model ~1!, this is a SU~2! WZW model at levelk52. The
bare singlet and triplet masses acquire a renormalization
to marginal interactions which can in principle be comput
from the RG analysis. By considering the operator prod
expansion~OPE! for operatorsO1 , O2 , c0c̄0, and cac̄a
(a51,2,3) @see Appendix and Eqs.~25! and ~27!#, we de-
duce the one-loop RG equations

dl1

d~ ln L !
52p~l1

21l2
2!,

dl2

d~ ln L !
54pl1l2 ,

dgs

d~ ln L !
5gs13pgtl2 ,

dgt

d~ ln L !
5gt~112pl1!1pgsl2 , ~31!

for the marginal couplingsl1 andl2, and for the singlet and
triplet couplingsgs andgt , which are, respectively, propor
tional to 2ms and mt . A similar analysis is performed in
Refs. 43 and 44!. The first and the second equations a
decoupled from the others, and can be integrated@in vari-
ablesl65 1

2 (l16l2)] to yield44

l65
l6

(0)

128pl6
(0)ln~L/L0!

. ~32!

From this it follows that for negative initiall6 these cou-
plings are marginally irrelevant~and renormalize to 0!,
whereas for positive values they are marginally relevant~and
develop exponential gaps!. The initial ~ultraviolet! fixed
point is given bygs5gt50, which corresponds to the CF
with c52 ~two uncoupled chains!, and the RG equations fo
gs andgt yield the renormalization of masses under the R
flow. The new unstable fixed point is then defined from t
renormalized value ofmt asmt* 50. Because of these reno
malization effects the exact transition line is difficult to es
mate, but the presence of this transition is to be expec
from Z4-symmetry arguments.

Self-dual model.From the analysis above one may co
clude that the lines~or surfaces! of the two second-orde
phase transitions withc53/2 are notZ4 symmetric, because
the rung-rung coupling is proportional toK. The Hamiltonian
which would have perfect symmetry of the two second-or
phase transitions is
1-9
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H5Juu(
i

~Si•Si 111T i•T i 11!1JR(
i

~S̃i•T̃ i !,

1 1
2 K(

i
~S̃i•S̃i 111T̃ i•T̃ i 11!1VRR(

i
~S̃i•T̃ i !

3~S̃i 11•T̃ i 11!, ~33!

which corresponds to the model withJR and VRR indepen-
dent ofK. In the small-Juu limit we have obtained two SU~2!
WZW models perturbed by relevant and marginal inter
tions which have their origin in theK term and in the smal
couplings JR and VRR. In the strong-K regime there are
again two SU~2! WZW models perturbed by the smallJuu ,
JR , and VRR terms. We note that this Hamiltonian may b
considered as a two-chain Hamiltonian( i Pi

uu2Ei
2 perturbed

by terms proportional toPi
uu2Pi

3 , or as aZ4-transformed
Hamiltonian with theZ4-transformed perturbation. Qualita
tively, the resulting behavior is the same in both cases. In
continuum limit this perturbation is represented by two fo
fermion terms@see Eq.~41!#, one of which gives the mar
ginal contribution while the other gives the relevant con
bution.

Intermediate coupling. From the Zamolodchikov c
theorem,24 a CFT perturbed by relevant and marginally re
evant interactions will flow either to another CFT wi
smaller central charge or to a massive phase. For smallK and
J' , perturbation around the limit of decoupled chains ge
erates a flow to ac53/2 CFT which is in the universality
class of the bilinear-biquadraticS51 spin chain, a resul
established recently in Refs. 10 and 13. In the stro
coupling limit ~largeK) one may consider theJuu term as a
small perturbation and the same arguments are applic
~but now for the variablesS̃ and T̃), the corresponding RG
flow being from a criticalc52 CFT to ac53/2 CFT. The
universality class of this transition is the same as above:
described by an SU~2!-symmetric CFT with level-k52 Kac-
Moody algebra.

From this one may conclude that the weak-coupling
gime is not related continuously to the strong-coupling
gime, and that there is a crossover between the two.
natural candidate for this crossover region would be
Z4-symmetric plane,Juu2J35K, probably in the vicinity of
the pointJuu5J'5K on the lineJ350. However, it is im-
portant to address the question of whether this crossover
phase transition or a continuous change. As shown in R
23, thek52 SU~2! WZW model is unstable in the sense th
it contains relevant operators which induce a flow to a sta
k51 SU~2! WZW, and one would therefore expect anoth
second-order phase transition in the universality class of
c51 WZW model. The alternatives to this scenario are
first-order phase transition or a continuous crossover; a
finitive statement is not possible on the basis of the pres
considerations alone.

Because this special point or line cannot be expected t
accessible by RG analysis from either weak- or stro
coupling limits, it is natural to try to reach these points a
result of the flow away from thec53 critical region defined
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in Sec. II B 3 @Eq. ~18!#. We thus consider the effect of re
evant and marginal perturbations on the corresponding C
originating from the different interactions in the Hamiltonia
~1!.

B. SU„4…-symmetric basis

It is clear that the most convenient way to obtain t
general continuum limit is by direct fermionization of theX
operators which are the generators of the su~4! algebra. Be-
fore this we perform a canonical transformation of theXi

10

andXi
30 operators for all lattice sitesi,

X̃i
105

1

A2
i ~X101 iX30!→Xi

10,

X̃i
305

1

A2
i ~X102 iX30!→Xi

30, ~34!

from which one obtains@cf. Eqs.~6! and ~7!#

Pi
uu5(

ab
Xi

abXi 11
ba ,

Ai
†5(

a
Xi

a0Xi 11
a0 , Bi

†5(
a

Xi
00Xi 11

00 2Xi
a0Xi 11

a0 ,

Ei
15Ai

†Ai , Ei
25Bi

†Bi , ~35!

wherea,b50, . . . ,3, anda51,2,3.
The generators of the su~4! algebra may be represented b

four Dirac fermions,

Xk
ab5 1

2 ~ck,bck,a
† 2ck,a

† ck,b!, ~36!

subject to the local constraint(a50
3 ck,a

† ck,a51. In terms of
these variables theZ4 transformation~13! is simply a par-
ticular case of the U~1! canonical transformation forck,0 fer-
mions,

ck,0→ ick,0 , ck,0
† →2 ick,0

† . ~37!

The fermionized version of the Hamiltonian~5! then takes
the form

H5 (
i ,a,b

g1~ci ,a
† ci ,bci 11,b

† ci 11,a2gci ,a
† ci ,bci 11,a

† ci 11,b!

1g2~ci ,a
† ci ,0ci 11,0

† ci 11,a1ci ,0
† ci ,aci 11,a

† ci 11,0!

1g3~ci ,a
† ci ,0ci 11,a

† ci 11,01ci ,0
† ci ,aci 11,0

† ci 11,a!

1g4~ci ,a
† ci ,a1ci 11,a

† ci 11,a!1g5~12ci ,a
† ci ,a!

3~12ci 11,a
† ci 11,a!, ~38!

where g15 1
2 (Juu1J31K), g25 1

2 (Juu2J31K), g35 1
2 (Juu

2J32K), g45(J'12K), g552K, and g51. Note that
we have retained the variableg as an additional perturbativ
parameter.
1-10
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In the low-energy limit the lattice fermions are express
in terms of left- and right-moving fermions,cL andcR at the
Fermi points,

1

Aa
cn,a.cL,aexp~2 ikFx!1cR,aexp~ ikFx!, ~39!

wherex5na, 6kF56p/ra, a is the lattice constant, andr
the filling factor, which is related to the group dimension@2
for SU~2!, 4 for SU~4!#. In the continuum limit the different
operators may be classified according to their scaling dim
sions in the vicinity of the conformally invariant points.

Perturbation around CFT with c53. For the particular
set of values of the interaction parametersJuu /K51, J3 /K
50, which corresponds to a point in theZ4-symmetric
plane, the Hamiltonian may be written as@Eqs.~35! and~5!#

H5K(
i

@Pi
uu2 1

2 ~Ei
11Ei

2!12Xi
00Xi 11

00 #

2~J'12K !(
i

Xi
00. ~40!

From the fermionic representation~36! one observes that Eq
~40! corresponds to the Hamiltonian~38! with the specific
coupling valuesg15g25g5/25K, g350, g51, and g4
5J'12K.

In Sec. II B 3 we have discussed the soluble model wh
hasc53 critical behavior in the region with finite rung an
rung-rung interactions. Because this model is equivalen
the Hamiltonian~40! when the second term vanishes iden
cally (g50), it would appear natural that the critical regio
be extended by an increase of the positive rung-rung in
action. We therefore consider the perturbation of this criti
model caused by the term (Ei

11Ei
2). In the continuum limit

it is clear that theg term breaks the SU~4! symmetry,

ci ,a
† ci ,bci 11,a

† ci 11,b.cL,a
† cL,bcR,a

† cR,b1•••, ~41!

producing a marginally relevant product of currents of t
SU~4!-symmetric WZW model forg.0. The RG analysis47

shows directly that this interaction opens an exponential
and drives the system into a dimerized state. A similar eff
occurs in the spin-orbital model with symmetry-breaki
perturbations.36,37 We note also that in the study of Ref. 4
this term appears as the continuum limit of the generator
the Temperley-Lieb algebra.26 In the present analysis th
combination 1

2 (Ei
11Ei

2)2Xi
00Xi 11

00 is the generator of the
Temperley-Lieb algebra in the projected three-state-per-
subspace~further details are provided in Ref. 22!.

We have shown that the SU~4!-symmetric model~38! has
an exponential gap, and this is expected to persist up tg
'1, at which point the model becomes that of Eq.~1! with
parametersJuu /K51, J3 /K50. Thus in the ring-exchang
model ~1! not only this point is gapped but also the regi
around it in theJ' direction. We note that the rung intera
tion @g4 in Eq. ~38!# induces both relevant~scaling dimen-
sion 3/2! and marginal perturbations away from criticality.

One may develop a perturbative analysis for the en
problem by starting from this SU~4!-symmetric solution. The
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SU(4)k51 CFT allows a decomposition into the direct su
of two SU(2)k52 CFTs, a fact used in the analysis of th
SU~4!-symmetric spin-orbital model in Ref. 37. The additio
of different perturbations to the SU~4!-symmetric solutions
then leads to a lowering of the symmetry, and may induc
flow to one of the SU(2)k52 components. These correspon
to the two second-order phase transitions withc53/2 at
weak and strong coupling. The spin density is expresse
terms of the SU~4! primary fields and therefore, in additio
to the uniform (k50) and staggered (k5p) parts, has an
oscillating part with momentumk5p/2. This result appears
plausible for the problem at hand in that a semiclass
analysis11 reveals the presence of a ground state with
thogonal spin alignment on neighboring sites. We will n
dwell further on this approach here.

C. cÄ1 CFT

We conclude this section by considering perturbatio
around thec51 CFT solution given by Eq.~15!. Although
the pointJ'50 and line AB on the phase diagram of Fig.
possess additional degeneracies, the conformal dimens
of the model are unaltered. The WZW model withc51 con-

tains one primary matrix field of dimension (1
4 , 1

4 ), and the
perturbation caused by this field is related to dimerization
alternation, i.e., it breaks explicitly the symmetry of trans
tion by one lattice site. This type of interaction is absent
the initial Hamiltonian~1!, and therefore the relevant pertu
bations due to this matrix field are disallowed by symmet
The only possible perturbation is then a marginal curre
current interaction which is present in theg3 term of Eq.
~38!. Perturbation around the exact solution given by E
~15! requires that all other couplings be set to zero. T
corresponds to the rayJuu1J31K50 andJ'50 in the pa-
rameter space of the model, i.e., to the fermionized Ham
tonian

FIG. 10. Cross section of the phase diagram~Fig. 2! in the plane
J'50. The solid line marks the projection of the plane ofZ4 sym-
metry, and the solid circle the line AB of massless, incommensu
solutions. The dashed line represents the second Babu
Takhtajan transition in the strong-coupling regime, which separa
the scalar- and vector-chirality phases. The half plane in whic
massless region exists around the pointJ352K is represented by
the dotted line.
1-11
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H5 1
2 (

i ,a
@~ci ,a

† ci ,0ci 11,0
† ci 11,a1ci ,0

† ci ,aci 11,a
† ci 11,0!

1~122ci ,a
† ci ,a!~122ci 11,a

† ci 11,a!#

1g~ci ,a
† ci ,0ci 11,a

† ci 11,01ci ,0
† ci ,aci 11,0

† ci 11,a!, ~42!

where g5Juu2J32K, and with the conditionJuu1J31K
50, which follows from Eq.~38!. The general analysis o
Ref. 47 is now applicable: wheng[g3,0 the symmetry-
lowering term is marginally relevant and generates a g
while if g3.0 the term is marginally irrelevant and one e
pects a massless region to extend along this ray, as re
sented in Fig. 10. The pointg350 represents a type o
Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition, as shown alre
from the exact solution in Sec. II. From the ray equati
Juu1J31K50, the couplingg is proportional toJuu , and
thus for Juu.0 one expects massless behavior, while forJuu
,0 the dynamical generation of a Haldane gap occurs. O
may further expect that the massless behavior persists f
small region of values ofJ' around this ray in the plane
Juu1J31K50. For values of the parameters such that
phases develop a gap, incommensurate behavior is expe
in the form of a maximum in the structure functionS(q) at
valuesq5qmax where 0,qmax,p, over a broad region in
the vicinity of the line AB in Fig. 2.

D. Universality classes

The preceding sections have revealed the rich critical
havior of the system under investigation. There exist t
critical surfaces described by CFTs withc53/2, the weak-
and strong-coupling regimes, and one critical region in
universality class of ac51 CFT. The existence of furthe
second-order phase transitions may be excluded on the
of general arguments. Both the weak-coupling and the
responding strong-coupling regions of the phase diag
may be obtained by considering perturbations around
fixed points of two decoupled spin chains. This correspo
to the flow from c52 CFTs to c53/2 CFTs: thec53/2
theories represent unstable fixed points, and a small cha
of the couplings in the Hamiltonian leads to further flow
the stablec51 CFT. For the general model~1! with SU~2!
symmetry, the latter CFT has the lowest possible cen
charge. These considerations are consistent with
Zamolodchikov theorem. As discussed in Sec. IV B, pert
bations around the SU~4!-symmetric point reduce the sym
metry and open a gap, thus excluding the possibility oc
53 criticality. A candidate for this symmetry breaking
SU(4)→SU(3); however, the exactly soluble critical mod
with c52, which has SU(3) symmetry,22 is ‘‘too far’’ from
the parameter space of the current model, in the sense th
has a positive diagonal-diagonal couplingVDD , and addition
of interaction terms to this model induces a flow to a mass
phase. We therefore conclude that the list of second-o
phase transitions presented in this section is complete.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We now collect all of the information presented in th
preceding sections. The phase diagram is shown in Fig.
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3D form with coordinate axesJuu /K, J3 /K, andJ' /K. We
have chosen this convention to highlight the phases
phase transitions obtained at strongK, as relatively little is
known about this regime. The parallel dot-dashed lines
marcate theZ4-symmetric plane, which intersects the ho
zontal plane on the lineJ3 /K521. This line lies parallel to
the coordinate axisJ' /K, and the part24,J' /K,4, rep-
resented by the thick dashed line between points A and
forms a critical incommensurate region emerging from
exact solution obtained in Sec. II B and discussed in Sec.

The matrix-product ansatz~Sec. III! reveals two lines of
phase transitions, marked by the straight, solid lines in
Z4-symmetric plane atJ' /K564. The line AA8 at J' /K
54 represents a continuum of second-order phase transi
from a rung-singlet phase~Fig. 4! to a staggered dimer phas
~Fig. 6!, the existence of which has been confirmed by
number of studies.13,15,16In Fig. 2 we have shown only this
line, which is known exactly, although in fact it constitutes
part of a surface. The line BB8 at J' /K524 denotes a
continuum of first-order phase transitions from a ferroma
netic phase~Fig. 5! to a form of AKLT state~Fig. 9!. Both
lines intersect the incommensurate line at their ends, wh
thus represent two multicritical points~A and B!. We have
deduced~Sec. IV! the presence of another line~surface! of
second-order phase transitions, the presence of which is
sistent with theZ4 symmetry of the plane in which it is in
principle known exactly, and the conjectured form of t
surface is represented both by the shaded triangle in the
gion close to the origin of Fig. 2 and by the dashed line
Fig. 10. This phase transition separates the strong-coup
vector-chirality phase~Fig. 8!, dual to the rung-singlet phase
from the scalar-chirality phase~Fig. 7!, which is dual to the
staggered dimer phase. While the letters indicating the lo
tions of the phases in Fig. 2 refer in a strict sense only to
plane of exactZ4 symmetry, the absence of phase transitio
other than those present on the diagram means that
gapped phases obtained for model parameters outside
plane are connected continuously to the exactly kno
states, and their physical properties evolve continuously
the values of the interactions are further changed away f
the Z4 plane.

Renormalization-group techniques and perturbative
proaches applied around the exactly known solutions may
used to determine the fixed-point structure of the entire ph
diagram. TheZ4-symmetric plane is found also to constitu
the transition region between weak- and strong-coupling
gimes, which is centered on the star in the phase diagram
Fig. 2. Analysis of the relevance of the additional terms
the model perturbing thec53 CFT~Sec. IV! suggest that all
points on this plane, other than the transition lines of
preceding paragraph and the incommensurate line AB, h
gapped excitations. These spin gaps are generated onl
marginal symmetry-breaking perturbations and are there
small, a result which was confused with gapless behavio
the numerical studies of Ref. 14. Within the plane, the R
fixed points corresponding to thec53/2 transitions are un-
stable~Sec. V!, and therefore we expect a flow to a stab
c51 theory, for which the obvious candidate is the inco
mensurate line bounded by the multicritical points A and
1-12
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There is a certain mathematical and physical simila
between the behavior of theS51/2 ladder with a ring-
exchange interaction and theS51 bilinear-biquadratic
model described by the Hamiltonian

HBB5(
i

~Si•Si 11!1a~Si•Si 11!2. ~43!

For different values of the parametera this model contains a
variety of phases and different forms of critical behavior. F
a521, the Babujian-Takhtajan model,46 it is in the same
universality class as the twoc53/2 second-order phase
transition lines of the ring-exchange model. The Hamilton
~43! also shows incommensurate behavior for the param
region 1/3,a,1. However, in the bilinear-biquadrati
model this is restricted to a gapped phase, in contrast to
current model where the critical incommensurate regime
related to the degeneracy of thec51 CFT. We comment tha
an explicit mapping from theS51 model of Eq.~43! to a
S51/2 ladder system may be obtained by using a compos
spin representation,18 but that the resulting model does n
lie in the phase space~Fig. 2! of a ladder with ring-exchange
interactions~see Sec. I!.

The most accurate and extensive numerical studies
formed to date for a ladder system with ring exchange
contained in Ref. 16. The first quadrant of the circular ph
diagram presented in this work corresponds to the lineJuu
5J'.0, J350) in Fig. 2. We note the complete agreeme
of our analysis with the numerical investigation for this lin
the four phases of Ref. 16 are those represented sche
cally in Figs. 4, 6, 7, and 8, and related under theZ4 trans-
formation as shown in Fig. 3. The complete phase diag
allows us not only to verify the Babujian-Takhtajan nature
the rung singlet to staggered dimer phase transition bu
confirm that the scalar-chirality to vector-chirality pha
transition lies in the same universality class, and in addit
to specify the location (Juu5K) and nature~Sec. IV! of the
crossover between staggered dimer and scalar-chir
phases, which remained unclear from the numerical analy
The second quadrant of Fig. 1 of Ref. 16 is represented
the line (Juu5J',0, J350) in Fig. 2. Although we have
not obtained specific information concerning this region
the phase diagram, the properties of the regions to which
connected continuously allow us to deduce that the vec
chirality phase should be separated from the ferromagn
phase by first-order transitions to a form of AKLT stat
which indeed exhibits the collinear-spin property found
DMRG. Because our considerations do not include nega
values ofK, we refrain from comment on the third and four
quadrants of the circular phase diagram.

Finally, we summarize briefly the relevance of our resu
for the materials and higher-dimensional systems mentio
in Sec. I. Experimentally determined values ofK for cuprate
systems, including the ladder compound La6Ca8Cu24O41,
suggest that the ring-exchange interaction may in fact
close to the value required to drive the rung-singlet phas
a staggered dimer state, and thus that staggered dimer c
lations may be detectable. In two dimensions one exp
that a larger value ofK would be required to find analogs o
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the more exotic~ i.e., chiral! phases of the model, and thu
that these would most likely be detectable, if at all, as ex
tations. Films of3He have been found to offer larger value
of K, but these appear both in combination with oth
multiple-spin-exchange processes and on a more com
lattice geometry which may lead to further topological po
sibilities for spin configurations. Our results suggest that t
restricted-geometry system may provide a very rich spect
of possible phases, but a considerably more specific ana
would be required.

In conclusion, we have analyzed a general model fo
S51/2 ladder with ring-exchange interactions. By investig
ing the exactly soluble points within the parameter space
obtain a complete classification of the phases and phase
sitions in this type of system. Although we have conside
the minimal model possessing both cyclic four-spin inter
tions and nontrivial exact solutions, we find a rich variety
gapped and gapless phases, of first- and second-order tr
tions, and of commensurate and incommensurate excitati
all connected by a complex renormalization-group flow p
tern. The full phase diagram provides significant additio
insight into the types of phases and transitions arising
low-dimensional spin systems as a consequence of the c
eration and competition between nearest-neighbor antife
magnetic exchange interactions and multiple-spin inter
tions of the ring-exchange type.
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APPENDIX

We summarize here the important formulas used in S
IV, and describe the fermionization procedure for the gene
bilinear-biquadratic spin-1/2 ladder in the limits of two d
coupled chains.

The continuum limit of the SU~2! Heisenberg model is
described by an SU~2! WZW model at levelk51. This
model has one matrix primary operatorga (a50,1,2,3,4) of
scaling dimension (1/4,1/4). The right and left Kac-Moo
currents are fields of dimension (1,0) and (0,1). The re
tionship between these operators and the spin-operator
sity is given in the continuum limit by Eq.~25!.

A pair of level-1 SU~2! WZW models may be represente
in terms of four Ising fields. The operator content of the
Ising models provides a set of elementary variables for c
structing the continuum limit of the general ladder mod
The critical Ising model is described by ac51/2 CFT in the
continuum limit. It contains holomorphic and antiholomo
phic fields, respectively,c(z) and c̄( z̄), with conformal di-

mensions (12 ,0) and (0,12 ). The energy operatore(z,z̄)

5 ic(z)c̄( z̄) has dimension (12 , 1
2 ), while the order field
1-13
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s(z,z̄) and disorder fieldm(z,z̄), related to the order field by

Kramers-Wannier duality, have the same dimension (1
16 , 1

16 ).
The holomorphic and antiholomorphic components
energy-momentum tensor areT(z)52 1

2 c]c and T̄( z̄)5

2 1
2 c̄ ]̄c̄.
The representation of the fundamental level-1 SU(

3SU(2) WZW fields is given in terms of four Ising mode
by ~see, e.g., Ref. 44!

g05s1s2s3s01m1m2m3m0 ,

g15m1s2s3m02s1m2m3s0 ,

g25s1m2s3m01m1s2m3s0 ,

g35s1s2m3m02m1m2s3s0 ,

g085s1s2s3s02m1m2m3m0 ,

g1852m1s2s3m02s1m2m3s0 ,

g2852s1m2s3m01m1s2m3s0 ,

g3852s1s2m3m02m1m2s3s0 , ~A1!

and the expressions for the SU(2)3SU(2) Kac-Moody cur-
rents are

J15 1
2 i ~c1c02c2c3!,

J25 1
2 i ~c2c02c3c1!,

J35 1
2 i ~c3c02c1c2!,

J1852 1
2 i ~c1c01c2c3!,

J2852 1
2 i ~c2c01c3c1!,

J3852 1
2 i ~c3c01c1c2!. ~A2!

The fieldsgi ( i 51,2,3) represent the staggered part of
spin-density operator, while the Kac-Moody currents cor
spond to its uniform part.

The operator-product expansions between Ising-mo
fields are45

s~z,z̄!s~w,w̄!;
1

uz2wu1/4
1 1

2 uz2wu3/4e~w,w̄!,

m~z,z̄!m~w,w̄!;
1

uz2wu1/4
2 1

2 uz2wu3/4e~w,w̄!,

s~z,z̄!m~w,w̄!;
g~z2w!1/2c~w!1g* ~ z̄2w̄!1/2c̄~w̄!

A2uz2wu1/4
,

m~z,z̄!s~w,w̄!;
g* ~z2w!1/2c~w!1g~ z̄2w̄!1/2c̄~w̄!

A2uz2wu1/4
,

~A3!
09443
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c~z!c~w!;
1

z2w
12~z2w!T~w!,

c̄~z!c̄~w!;
1

z̄2w̄
12~ z̄2w̄!T̄~w̄!,

c~z!s~w,w̄!;
gm~w,w̄!

A2~z2w!1/2
,

c~z!m~w,w̄!;
g* s~w,w̄!

A2~z2w!1/2
,

c̄~ z̄!s~w,w̄!;
g* m~w,w̄!

A2~ z̄2w̄!1/2
,

c̄~ z̄!m~w,w̄!;
gs~w,w̄!

A2~ z̄2w̄!1/2
,

e~z,z̄!e~w,w̄!;
1

uz2wu2
, ~A4!

whereg5exp(ip/4).
These relations allow one to compute the OPEs betw

marginal operators defined in Eq.~27!,

O1~z!O1~w!;
3

uz2wu4
2

2

uz2wu2
O11•••,

O2~z!O2~w!;
3

uz2wu4
2

2

uz2wu2
O11•••,

O1~z!O2~w!;
22O2

uz2wu2
1•••,

~c1c̄1!~z!O1~w!;
2~c2c̄2!~w!2~c3c̄3!~w!

uz2wu2
,

~c2c̄2!~z!O1~w!;
2~c1c̄1!~w!2~c3c̄3!~w!

uz2wu2
,

~c3c̄3!~z!O1~w!;
2~c2c̄2!~w!2~c1c̄1!~w!

uz2wu2
,

~cac̄a!~z!O2~w!;
2~c0c̄0!~w!

uz2wu2
~a51,2,3!,
1-14
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~c0c̄0!~z!O2~w!

;
2~c1c̄1!~w!2~c2c̄2!~w!2~c3c̄3!~w!

uz2wu2
.

~A5!

Because the scaling dimensions of all operators
known around CFT points, one may proceed to the c
tinuum limit for the spin Hamiltonian around the limit of tw
decoupled chains described by the WZW model withc52.
There exist two variants of this limit, at weak and strongK,
and it is convenient to study the continuum limit of the ge
eral Hamiltonian

H5(
i

JL~Si•Si 111T i•T i 11!1JD~Si•T i 111T i•Si 11!

1JRSi•T i1VLL~Si•Si 11!~T i•T i 11!1VRR~Si•T i !

3~Si 11•T i 11!1VDD~Si•T i 11!~Si 11•T i !, ~A6!

where in addition to the leg (JL), rung (JR), and diagonal
(JD) Heisenberg interactions we include leg-leg (VLL),
rung-rung (VRR), and diagonal-diagonal (VDD) four-spin in-
teractions. The most relevant contribution from the biqu
dratic terms arises from the product of the staggered par
the corresponding composite quadratic expressions, and
the operator product expansion between quadratic produ
currents with the quadratic products of the staggered pa

Si•Si 11.~O11O2!1~21!x/alg0 ,

T i•T i 11.~O11O2!1~21!x/alg08 ,

Si•T i.
1
2 ~O12O2!2~e11e21e323e0!

1~21!x/a:@ga~Ja81 J̄a8!1~Ja1 J̄a!g8a#:,

Si•T i 11. 1
2 ~O12O2!1~e11e21e323e0!

1~21!x/a:@ga~Ja81 J̄a8!2~Ja1 J̄a!g8a#:,

~A7!
.E

.-

.

v
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and

:~Si•Si 11!::~T i•T i 11!:.l2F24~O11O2!16(
k50

3

ekG ,

:~Si•T i 11!::~Si 11•T i !:.l2FO125O213e0

25~e11e21e3!13(
k50

3

ekG ,

:~Si•T i !::~Si 11•T i 11!:.l2FO125O223e0

15~e11e21e3!23(
k50

3

ekG ,

~A8!

where the cutoff-dependent constantl emerges from the op
erator product expansion between different contributions

These expressions give in terms of Majorana fermions
continuum limit of the Hamiltonian, which is separated in
singlet, triplet, and marginal parts as in Eq.~26!, with

mt5JR22JD2l2~6VLL22VDD12VRR!,

ms523JR16JD2l2~6VLL16VDD26VRR!,

l1524JL1JR/21JD1~24VLL1VDD1VRR!,

l2524JL2JR/22JD2~24VLL25VDD25VRR!,
~A9!

and operatorsO1 andO2 as defined in Eq.~27!. This repre-
sentation allows one to study simultaneously the limits
weak and strongK ~Sec. IV!. We note that the signs of th
four-spin interaction terms in the expression for the mas
are different from those in Ref. 10 but the same as th
resulting from the analysis in Ref. 21 of the string ord
parameter.
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